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FOREWORD

The trigger for this project was a conversation between Axel Cordewener, Pasquale Pistone and myself which took place a couple of years ago. We discovered that we had had similar experiences when defending a client in a case involving a fundamental freedom or an EC tax directive, or had often been frustrated by the tax authorities or domestic judges who did not take EC law on direct taxation seriously.

So we joked about how we could investigate the “disgraceful” or “honourable” applications of EC law in our Member States and try to compare them on the basis of common issues.

One of the questions we asked ourselves was how active or reactive our Member States’ institutions had been from the start. The focus was on reviewing past behaviour, not hypothesizing as to how things might evolve in the future, which we felt had been adequately dealt with elsewhere. So the main question we were interested in was: what has been achieved so far?

It didn’t take long for us to realize that the issue was not unique to Sweden, Germany and Italy. We had all heard colleagues and friends in other Member States or in EEA states complain about similar issues or reflect on the actual impact of the ECJ’s case law on their own tax landscape.

Thus, the idea of a large comparative study was born. I took the initiative of designing a questionnaire for a conference where we would present our experiences/findings. Axel and Pasquale helped me a great deal by introducing me to their international network of contacts and we finally succeeded in collecting a large range of opinions. These were presented on 21 and 22 June 2006 in Lund, Sweden.

This book contains the findings presented at the Lund conference, along with shorter reports and answers to questions involving Member States that were not presented in Lund.

I am very grateful to Axel and Pasquale for their enthusiasm for this project. Without them the book would never have been written. The other participants also demonstrated an impressive level of commitment by presenting a deep analysis of their Member States’ direct tax landscape. Special
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thanks go to Leif Mutén, whose wonderful speech opened the conference, and to Ana Paula Dourado (Portugal), Georg Kofler (Austria), Georgios Matsos (Greece), Søren Friis Hansen (Denmark), Dennis Weber and Otto Marres (the Netherlands), Kristiina Aima (Finland) and Andreas Bullen (Norway), who attended the conference and provided us all with a rich and personal view of their country’s reactions to the ECJ’s case law.

Kerstin Malmer and Maria Elena Scoppio, who are both with the EU Commission, contributed the official view on our Member States’ attitude towards the ECJ rulings, for which I am also very thankful.

Adam Zalasinski (Poland) and Eric Ginter (France) were kind enough to provide additional material enabling a broader comparison and thereby enriching the study.

This project would never have been carried out without the financial support of the Department of Business Law, School of Economics and Management, Lund University, the Wenner Gren Foundations, and the Skatteföretagets fond. The Nordisk skatteföretagets forskningsråd also provided a generous grant for the publication of this book. Thanks also go to the Law Faculty of Lund University for hosting our conference.

During the project, I had the benefit of many people’s assistance – not least from those who simply believed in the idea. Claes Norberg and Lars-Gunnar Svensson helped me identify the central questions raised in this research and were always available for discussions; Marc Kanter travelled all over Sweden in search of court cases and provided me with technical support during the conference itself; Magdalena Mathisen took care of our guests and of all the practicalities with aplomb.

Additionally, we are all thankful to Margaret Nettinga for her work correcting our imperfect English!

Last but not least, I would like to give wholehearted thanks to my family and friends for their unconditional support and for generously accepting my prolonged absences during this project.

Thanks to all of you!

Lund, 1 December 2006

Cécile Brokelind
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I. Introduction

A. The principle of primacy of EC Law

Art. 8 of the Portuguese Constitution of 1976, in its original version, provided that rules and principles of international law were part of the Portuguese legal system (Art. 8 Para. 1). Rules of tax treaties regularly ratified or approved entered in force in the domestic legal system after being published in the official journal and as long as they bound internationally the Portuguese State (Art. 8 Para. 2).

In 1982, the Constitution was amended in order to adapt the Portuguese constitutional and infra-constitutional system to the EEC (Portugal became a Member State in 1986). A Para. 3 was added to Art. 8, providing that rules enacted by competent organs of international organizations of which Portugal is a member, are directly in force in the domestic legal system, in case the founding treaties expressly mention it. In 1989 the last part of Para. 3 was amended and the word “expressly” was eliminated. As has been remarked in the Portuguese tax literature, Art. 8, Para. 3 of the Constitution seemed to refer to direct applicability, but even if it recognized primacy, it would only refer to secondary Community law, taking into account the fact that EC Treaty law was mentioned under Art. 8, Para. 2.¹

No explicit reference was therefore made to the principle of supremacy. European Community law was treated as international law: as according to Art. 8, Paras. 1 and 2 of the Constitution, infra-constitutional domestic law may not override any treaty rules that are in force in the domestic legal system – which means that infra-constitutional rules are not valid if they override EC law or any other treaty rules – supremacy of EC law was recognized in respect of infra-constitutional domestic law.

In 1993 Art. 7 (International Relations) was amended and a Para. 6 was introduced. It reads that Portugal may agree on a reciprocal basis, according to the principle of subsidiarity and economic and social cohesion, on the

¹. Fausto de Quadros, Direito da União Europeia, Coimbra (2004), at 411.
common exercise of the necessary powers for the construction of the European Union. The last part of Para. 6 seems to have been inspired by the French Constitution (as amended in 1992). It was, however, criticized by the Portuguese literature, as it neither mentions an authorization regarding the transfer of sovereign powers to the European Union, nor a clause of limitation of state sovereign powers.  

On the basis of the above-mentioned provisions, it was the prevailing view that the primacy of EC law did not cover the Portuguese Constitution. This understanding was based on the competence of the Constitutional Court to verify the constitutionality of any rule in force within the Portuguese legal system. Domestic rules, treaty rules (including the EC Treaty or primary rules), and EC secondary rules were subject to the test of their compatibility with the Portuguese Constitution. However, the Constitutional Court has not expressly mentioned its view on the principle of primacy.

Against the prevailing view, some authors are of the opinion the Constitutional Court has implicitly recognized the primacy of EC law over constitutional law (and therefore over all Portuguese internal law) in a case (decision No. 184/89), where it did not judge unconstitutional a domestic administrative regulation directly founded on an EC Regulation, although, according to the Constitution, the subject should be exclusively dealt with by law.

I even consider that the several amendments to the Portuguese Constitution, in order to adapt it to the Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice Treaties mean the recognition of the primacy of the EC Law in relation to the constitutional law: simultaneous “developing constitutional proceedings” (at the Community level and at the state level) probably mean the primacy of EC Law. In any case, by 2004, the Portuguese Constitution had not been amended to recognize supremacy of EC law over domestic law.

In 2004 the Portuguese Constitution was amended again (Constitutional Law 2004/1, July 24), in order to bring it in conformity with the draft of the European Constitution. According to Art. 8,Para. 4 of the Portuguese Constitution now in force, “the rules of the EU Treaties and the rules enacted by the EU institutions in the exercise of their competence are applic-

able in Portugal, as defined by the EU law, as long as they are compatible with the fundamental principles of the democratic state governed by the rule of law” [author’s translation].

Art. 7, Para. 6 was also amended and now reads as follows: “Portugal may, in reciprocal conditions, in respect of the principles of the Rule of Law in a democratic State and the principle of subsidiarity, and taking into account realization of economic, social and territorial cohesion, and a space of liberty, security and justice, as well as the definition and implementation of an external policy, common security and defence, agree on a common exercise, in cooperation with or by the institutions of the European Union, the necessary powers to the construction and deepening of the European Union” [author’s translation].

Even if Arts. 7 and 8 could or should have been drafted in a clearer way, by means of a general clause accepting the limitation of state sovereign powers – and the scope of Art. 8 should not be limited to “rules” –, it is now difficult to deny that Art. 8 expressly recognizes supremacy of EC law over domestic law, including the Portuguese Constitution, as long as fundamental principles of a democratic state governed by the rule of law are observed. The Administrative Supreme Court (ASC) has already recognized the supremacy of EC law over constitutional law (“the principle of supremacy is a structural EC law principle”), referring to the new version of Art. 8 of the Constitution.

Besides, incompatibility of an infra-constitutional domestic rule with an EC rule is now itself unconstitutional and therefore subject to the examination of the Constitutional Court. Direct effect of EC rules is also now expressly recognized by Art. 8, Para. 4 of the Portuguese Constitution.

B. Cooperation between national tax courts and the ECJ

If there has been a diligent attitude in adapting the Constitution to some of the principles of EC law, namely the direct effect and primacy, procedural rules have not been adapted to Art. 234 of the EC Treaty. The Portuguese

---

2. Fausto de Quadros, cit., at 410 ff.
4. Gomes Canotilho, Direito Constitucional, 7.a ed., Coimbra (2003), at 826-827; Fausto de Quadros, cit., at 408.
5. See the criticism in Fausto De Quadros, cit., at 417.
8. Miguel Gorjão-Henriques, Direito Comunitário, cit., at 244.
Constitution has several provisions on the control of constitutionality of domestic rules, but no reference is made to cooperation between domestic courts and the ECJ.

I may say that an express reference to such cooperation was not felt necessary as there is no controversy relating the direct effect of Art. 234 EC Treaty. Nevertheless, domestic judges' scarce use of Art. 234, and even its misinterpretation, does not follow the recognition of its direct effect. There have been several claims to the Administrative Supreme Court (its 2nd Chamber has competence on tax matters) – 185 on the website (www.dgsi.pt) – and to the Supreme Court of Justice (which is competent for civil and criminal cases) – 12 on the same website – which required an ECJ judgment under Art. 234 of the EC Treaty, but only a few of them have reached the ECJ.

It is worth mentioning that the second chamber of the ASC often mentions that domestic rules are being interpreted in the light of ECJ doctrine. For example, several decisions of the ASC still related to the *Modelo SGPS* case make reference to the ECJ doctrine regarding Art. 234 of the EC Treaty. After the above-mentioned ECJ decision, taxpayers subsequently requested the reimbursement of charges collected for drawing up acts attested by notary, regarding an increase in share capital or a change in a company's name or registered office (as these charges were considered prohibited under the Council Directive 69/335/EEC of 17 July 1969, as amended by Directive 85/303/EEC, 10 June 1985). The domestic procedural rules do not provide for an automatic reimbursement in these cases. However, taxpayers and courts do not agree on the right procedure (and respective deadlines) for the above-mentioned request.

The Administrative Supreme Court held that, as EC law does not provide a deadline for requesting the reimbursement, the domestic law deadlines are applicable: four years when the claim is directed to the tax administration, plus 90 days to claim to tax courts, when the object of the administrative claim is not achieved; or 90 days when the taxpayer opts for claim-

According to the ASC, the above-mentioned deadlines respect the guidelines drawn by the ECJ, namely: (1) the deadlines apply in the same way to actions for repayment, which are based on Community law and to those based on domestic cases and (2) the conditions do not make it impossible or extremely difficult to exercise the right to repayment. The same is true, according to the Administrative Supreme Court, when the taxpayer directly appeals to tax courts, instead of asking the administration, in a first step, for reimbursement. Even if the *acte clair* doctrine was correctly interpreted in the case just mentioned, it is frequently misunderstood.

The ASC often mentions the *acte clair* doctrine by using the following expression: "the ASC should not refer to the ECJ under Art. 234 of the EC Treaty, when the ECJ jurisprudence is stable and uniform on a certain aspect of EC Law" [author's translation]. Moreover, the ASC often mentions that "entire identity of subject is not necessary" in order to avoid referring to the ECJ. Instead of searching for a positive formulation (when should the ASC refer to the ECJ under Art. 234 of the EC Treaty), the Administrative Supreme Court interpretation of the *acte clair* is mainly aimed at defining its limits, and, in this way, it subverts a main objective of Art. 234 of the EC Treaty and of the above-mentioned doctrine: the uniform interpretation of EC law.

Serious problems have recently arisen in the opposite direction, regarding interpretation of VAT rules: A few cases have been referred to the ECJ, and in one of them the ECJ considered that some of the issues raised were already clear under its doctrine (for example, the meaning of "activities or operations exercised in the quality of public authorities", Art. 4, No. 5 Para. 1 of the Sixth VAT Directive; and of "meaningful activities" under Para. 3, No. 5 of the same article); in another one the ECJ rejected the

9. ECJ C-56/98, 29 September 1999. In this case, the ECJ clarified that "indirect taxes on the raising of capital, as aimed by the Council Directive 85/303/EEC of 10 June 1985, must be interpreted as meaning that charges constitute charges for the purposes of the directive where they are collected for drawing up notarily attested acts recording a transaction covered by the directive, under a system where notaries are employed by the State and the charges in question are paid in part to that State for the financing of its official business".

10. Cf. Art. 94, 1, b), Tax Procedure Code; Art. 78, 1 and 6, General Tax Law.
case as it did not contain enough elements for a useful answer under Art. 234.  

All in all, on income tax issues, the ASC sent only one case to the ECJ under Art. 234 of the EC Treaty: the *Epson* case (ECJ C-375/98, 8 June 2000), which regarded the interpretation of Art. 5, Para. 4, of the EEC Directive 90/435 (it was asked whether the Directive only covered the Portuguese corporate income tax or any other withholding tax, independently of its nature or name). This means that the Administrative Supreme Court has not made a contribution in referring cases to the ECJ concerning the most unclear question in income tax matters; the interpretation of the fundamental freedoms in the EC Treaty and their meaning and scope regarding domestic income tax legislation and bilateral tax treaties.

II. The influence of the ECJ decisions on Portuguese tax law

A The eighties and nineties – a general attitude of indifference

In 1997, I wrote that “the impact of the Community law non-discrimination principle on Portuguese tax law was practically non-existent. In fact, if I searched for recent changes that had been made to domestic tax law, I would not find any connection with the referred principle, but mainly with objectives of budgetary policy, like taxing imported investment as much as possible and tax avoidance clauses. Alterations related to EC law had only been a result of harmonising directives”.  

At the time, I was able to find several provisions that were or might be incompatible with decisions of the ECJ or the EC Treaty. They regarded some of the aspects mentioned in the following paragraphs.  

One of them concerned economic double taxation. Taxation of permanent establishments of companies resident in another Member State did not re-

spect the *Avoir Fiscal* decision – i.e. the branches and agencies situated in Portugal of companies whose registered office was in another Member State were not granted the benefits of shareholders’ tax credits in respect of dividends paid to such branches or agencies by Portuguese companies. In contrast, resident companies in their quality of shareholders were granted tax credits for dividends paid by Portuguese companies.. I may add that corporate income tax code remained fully incompatible with the subsequent *Saint-Gobain* decision until the Parent-Subsidiary Directive was amended and transposed to the domestic legislation. Two other issues can be raised. The obvious one is whether the *Saint-Gobain* judgment does not go further than the new version of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive, when EC nationals are subject to economic double taxation of dividends. The difficult one is whether triangular situations involving a company resident in a third state R, with a portfolio investment in a company of a Member State S effectively connected to a PE situated in another Member State PE is covered by the *Saint-Gobain* case and ultimately by Art. 56 of the EC Treaty.  

The regime of group taxation also leads me to doubt, as it was designed for associated companies with their office or effective management in the Portuguese territory. The later *ICI* decision and the recent *Marks & Spencer* decision seem to confirm those worries.

Another group of provisions that caught my attention at the time were the CFC clauses. Like that in most of the other OECD states, the Portuguese tax legislation contains CFC clauses, which provide for an exception to the rule that a Portuguese resident company is not taxed on the profits made by a subsidiary established abroad as they arise. The legislation was designed to apply when the non-resident subsidiary is subject to a “clearly more favourable tax regime”, as defined in the same tax code, when the shareholder has a relevant participation, also defined in the code, and when a number of other conditions are met.

Moreover, in the case of payments to resident entities in countries with a “privileged tax regime”, deductions are allowed if the taxpayer proves that

14. C-536/03, 26 May 2005, §§ 15 ff.; the same had happened in C-154/01, JO C289, 8.
16. They are a summary of what I wrote in “Impact of non-discrimination principle...”, cit., at 11-18.
18. ECI case C-307/97, 29 April 1999.
22. ECI case C-446/03, 13 December 2005.
those payments corresponded to “genuine operations carried out” and that they did not have an “abnormal character” or “the amount was not excessive”. Such a regime was introduced in the beginning of the nineties, it is still in force, and taking into account the Cadbury-Schweppes decision, the issue is whether the criteria are proportionate to the anti-abuse aim of the CFC clause (i.e. if it only applies to “wholly artificial arrangements intended to circumvent national law”), and therefore adequate to justify the restriction of a fundamental freedom.

Restrictions to the transfer of income obtained within the Portuguese territory by non-residents were (and still are) also part of the corporate income tax code: non-resident entities, including permanent establishments of non-resident companies, subject to corporate income tax could not transfer income unless payment of tax due is proved or its future payment assured. The compatibility of this regime with the free movement of capital seems to have been answered by the Bordesso case and the Sanz de Lera decisions, as these concerned national conditions for the export of money from a Member State and the ECJ considered that a claim on declaration was not incompatible with EC law. In any case, the issue falls under the free movement of capital as this covers all types of cross-border transfers of assets - it is clear from the examples given in Directive 88/361/EEC that movement of capital is to be interpreted in a very broad sense, covering portfolio investments across states and different types of direct investment and establishment, including transfers related to insurance contracts, establishment of branches and subsidiaries.

An issue that so far has not been considered by the ECJ as falling under its concept of discrimination of non-residents and/or restriction of fundamental freedoms is the definition of the rules on the allocation of rights. But although it is settled case law that in the absence of EC-harmonized regimes those rules are under the competence of the Member States, it is also settled that such competence must be exercised in compliance with Community law, i.e. also in compliance with the provisions on free movement. Besides, the second sentence of Para. 30 of the Gilly case reads that “[i]t flows, in the absence of any unifying or harmonising measures adopted in the Community context under, in particular, the second indent of Article 220 of the Treaty, from the contracting parties’ competence to define the criteria for allocating their powers of taxation as between themselves, with a view of eliminating double taxation”.

My question is whether a too broad a definition of source (taxation of non-resident companies with no permanent establishment in Portugal) in domestic law, which obviously has no aim of eliminating double taxation, is not contrary to the fundamental freedoms. The same doubts occur to me, regarding too broad a concept of residence (persons belonging to the household were always treated as residents if any one of the persons resided in Portugal, and this restricted the free movement of persons). An answer to these questions would require a development of the meaning and scope of the fundamental freedoms, in a direction that has not yet been followed by the ECJ, and that is not under the object of this chapter.

Three other regimes that seemed to me incompatible with the EC law may still be mentioned: one regards the deduction of pension or insurance contributions, which has been changing followed the Commission’s action. Deductions were subject to the condition that the beneficiary entities were resident or had a permanent establishment in Portugal. The Bachmann case had already been decided, but Jessica Safir, Damroh and Skandia came later on. The second one concerns deductions from global income and non-residents in a situation similar to that of residents. Non-residents have so far not been treated as residents in situations similar to the Schumacker and Wielockx decisions, and independently of the nature of deductions – taxpayer-related deductions or income-related deductions (which may constitute tax benefits). The third one has to do with withholding taxes. Non-residents were not allowed to be taxed on their net income, as they are subject to a final withholding tax (at flat rates) generally applic-

---

23. ECJ Case C-196/04, 12 September 2005.
   nisch, C-265/04, 19 January 2006.
able on gross income, which may be contrary to the holding in the *Gerrits* case.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite this long list of provisions, the compatibility of which with EC law seemed doubtful to me (even if some of them might be justified), both legislator and taxpayers seemed to be indifferent to the ECJ judgments on non-discrimination and free movement and their influence on the domestic tax regime. It is also true that, in most of the cases, there was still no ECJ case law on the subject and the Commission was neither writing Communications nor sending formal requests (reasoned opinions) for the amending of legislation.

**B. The new century – a diligent domestic legislator**

Since the beginning of this century, tax authorities and lawmakers (government and parliament) have been regularly amending domestic tax law in order to keep it compatible with the ECJ jurisprudence. The tax authorities are normally involved in the law-making process, as they suggest amendments to tax legislation and the government has competence to present proposals of decree-laws and ask for authorization for enacting decree-laws in tax matters (Art. 197, Para. 1d), Art. 165, Paras. 1i) and 2 of the Constitution). The government has also exclusive competence to propose the State Budget (Art. 161g) of the Constitution), which, contrary to what happens in other Member States (e.g. Germany, Italy, Spain) may contain tax provisions (Art. 165, Para. 5 of the Constitution) and is in fact annually used to amend tax codes. I may say that tax authorities, government and parliament are at the moment more sensitive to the effects of the ECJ decisions – and indirectly to the meaning and scope of the *acte clair* doctrine – than tax courts, probably because the European Commission has been very active in sending communications and reasoned opinions. In spite of paying attention to the ECJ case law, the Portuguese legislator may not yet be considered a perfect model, as the Commission/Portugal case\textsuperscript{33} on the exemption of capital gains accruing from home sales, exemplifies.

If I look at the tax codes’ amendments targeted at adapting domestic law to ECJ decisions, I may again list a number of them, along with some others that raise doubts of compatibility with ECJ decisions.\textsuperscript{34} Among other possibilities, I have chosen the examples mentioned below to comment on in brief.

**C. The *Denkavit* decision and the various relevant conditions for qualifying as a subsidiary or as parent company**

Let me begin with one example illustrating the efforts to comply with ECJ case law. In order to comply with the *Denkavit* decision, the Portuguese law was (recently) amended. Tax on dividends paid by subsidiaries resident in Portugal is withheld if the relevant participation (15% in the budget law for 2007 and 20% since 2005, as the Parent-Subsidiary Directive requires) of a parent company or a permanent establishment in a Member State (MS 2) is not kept for a period of two consecutive years before distribution of profits; but if the two-year period is achieved after the payment of the profits, the tax withheld may be reimbursed within two years, since the relevant conditions are met and proved (Art. 89 of the Corporate Income Tax Code (CITC) vs. Art. 1 Paras. 3 ff. CITC). On the other hand, when the parent company is resident in Portugal, and qualifies under the Parent-Subsidiary Directive (I wonder, however, whether the doctrine of the *Saint-Gobain* decision is completely achieved), a credit will be given to eliminate economic double taxation if the participation is held for a period of one year and the participation reaches 10%.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{P} & \textbf{20\%, 2 YEARS} \\
\hline
\textbf{S} & \textbf{P} \\
\hline
\textbf{P} & \textbf{10\%, 1 YEAR} \\
\hline
\textbf{S} & \textbf{MS2} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{32} C-234/01, 12 June 2003.
\textsuperscript{33} C-345/05 of 26 October 2006.

\textsuperscript{34} See many of the below mentioned regimes, reported by Ricardo Borges/Pedro Sousa, "Portugal, Legislation", *EC Tax Review* 2 (2006), at 125 ff.
The difference in the minimum period of participation means that if MS 2 demands a two-year period, it will withhold tax on dividends distributed before the two years have been reached, and Portugal will give a credit under the directive, which is no different from giving a credit to payment of dividends under a double tax convention (DTC).

The 10% participation requirement also leads to equivalent results as the ones that would have been achieved under a DTC, if MS 2 requires a participation of 20%. But in case MS 2 requires a participation of 10% and a minimum of one year for a subsidiary qualifying for the Directive, Portuguese parent companies have benefited from a more favourable regime than Portuguese subsidiaries of parent companies (and PEs) of another Member State.

This regime is not discriminatory, as resident subsidiaries of resident parent companies are treated equally, but it illustrates that in the absence of a (more) complete tax harmonization, the domestic legislator has a large margin of discretion to provoke non-neutral consequences.

In relation to resident companies, whose participation is held for less than one year or which does not reach 10%, only 50% of paid dividends are included in the taxable base and are taxed, provided that the company paying the dividends is resident in the Portuguese territory, is subject to corporate tax and not exempt. From this resulted a discriminatory tax treatment of EC-based companies non-resident in Portugal, paying dividends to a company resident in Portugal, but this provision has been amended in the budget law for 2007 and will include the entities covered by the Parent-Subsidiary Directive.

D. Taxation of pension funds

In 2001 the Commission identified the elimination of tax obstacles to the cross-border provision of occupational pensions as a priority and presented a legal analysis of the problem regarding non-personal income tax deduction for pension contributions paid by workers resident in a Member State to their (foreign) original scheme (as they were resident in another Member State and nationals of a Member State) (Communication of 19 April 2001). 35

Until 2005 pension contributions paid to foreign funds were not deductible while contributions to domestic funds were. Domestic law accepted the deduction of contributions to pension funds, as long as they had been constituted and governed by domestic funds, according to the relevant domestic legislation. 36 Entities subject to corporate income tax could deduct costs, up to a certain limit (15% or 25%), amounts paid to pension funds or the equivalent, as long as, among other conditions, the contracts had been concluded with companies resident or with a permanent establishment in Portugal and the pension funds had been constituted according to the Portuguese legislation. 37

This preferential treatment for domestic pension funds was incompatible with the free movement of workers, services and capital in the EC Treaty, as resulted from Wielockx, Jessica Soffer, Danner and Skandia. 38 On the one hand, these cases seemed to indicate (and this was the interpretation of the Commission) that different rules regarding domestic and foreign funds were no longer defensible according to a coherence argument as argued in the Bachmann case. Besides, the efficacy of the pension fund Directive 2003/11, providing for centralization of occupational pensions arrangements into one scheme for all employees within the European Union, was restricted by the tax regime, as the Commission argued in the above-mentioned Communication.

Although, according to Portugal, the domestic regime just described created a link between tax deductibility of contributions and taxation of pensions in the case of Portuguese pension funds, and between the non-tax deductibility of contributions and the non-taxation of pensions in the case of foreign pension funds similar to the one argued in the Bachmann case, such a link did not seem to exist in the Portuguese legislation.

In fact, the Belgium legislation did not tax pension income, rents, or any capital upon sale, refund or redemption amount, paid within contracts previously subscribed (in foreign funds) (Paras. 10, 21 and 22 of the ECJ decision, 28 January 1992, C-204/90), i.e. the amounts were exempt from Belgium tax whenever there was no deduction in Belgium. The Portuguese income tax code, in contrast, taxed that income independently of the residence of the funds (Art. 2, Para. 3b) (3) Personal Income Tax Code (PITC))

38. C-422/02, 26 June 2003.
– although, in practice, it may be difficult to tax income paid by foreign funds, even taking into account the exchange of information mechanism.

As a result of the reasoned opinion sent by the Commission asking for a non-discriminatory tax treatment of pension funds contributions, the regime was amended from 1 January 2003: these and other complementary regimes of social security are no longer deductible as personal expenses, but a certain amount (either 25% or 30%, depending on the type of the risks covered) is deductible after the tax rate has been applied to the net income, and independently of the residence of the companies with whom the contracts have been concluded (Art. 86 PITC).

The CITC (Art. 40 Para. 4f)) has also been amended in order to comply with EC law: Entities subject to corporate income tax may now deduct as costs, until a certain limit (15% or 25%), amounts paid as pension funds or equivalent, as long as, among other conditions, the contracts have been concluded with companies resident or with a permanent establishment in Portugal, or with entities that are authorized to operate within the Portuguese territory through free movement of services, and the pension funds have been constituted according to the Portuguese legislation or are managed by institutions of profession pension plans to which Directive 2003/41/EC is applicable.

If with regard to taxation of pension funds, the Commission exercised some pressure on the Portuguese government, other amendments in tax codes have been introduced spontaneously, in order to comply with the ECJ jurisprudence.

E. Double economic taxation of dividends paid to individuals

Since 2002 dividends paid by resident companies to resident individuals are subject to global and progressive taxation in 50% of their amount. Following the Verkooijen and the Manninen decisions, since 2005 the above-mentioned regime is extended to dividends paid by companies resident in other EU Member States, meeting the conditions of Art. 2 of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive (Art. 40-A PITC). Since 1 January 2006, if there is a paying agent operating in the Portuguese territory, resident individuals may opt to be taxed at a final withholding rate of 20%, which is also applicable to non-residents (Arts. 101, Para. 2b) and 71 Para. 1 and 72 Para. 5 PITC).

F. Thin capitalization

Also in order to comply with the Lankhorst-Hohorst decision (Case C-324/00), thin capitalization rules have not been applicable to EU resident entities (besides not being applicable to Portuguese resident entities) since 2006 (Art. 61 CITC).

G. Exit taxes

In the case of termination of activity due to the transfer abroad of the head office and place of effective management, the taxable profit for the fiscal year includes the difference between the market value and the accounting value of the assets of the company at the time of the termination of activity. 39

In order to (try to) comply with the requirements of ECJ decision Lastre du Saillant (Case C-9/02), the legislator does not automatically tax capital gains when the residence is transferred abroad, but only when the activity in Portugal comes to an end. In fact, situations where the assets remain effectively attached to a permanent establishment located in the Portuguese territory and as long as the assets contribute to the PE’s taxable profit, are safeguarded. This means that the taxpayer may prove that the transfer of residence does not correspond to the end of the activity – to the transfer of assets – in line with the new version of the Merger Directive. If the transfer of assets occurs, the taxing rights belong to Portugal, as the state of residence, and therefore the regime does not seem incompatible with EC law. It is, however, more difficult to justify taxation of shareholders of companies that transfer their residence abroad (taxation on the difference between the net assets and the acquisition cost of the participation in the company), 40 even if the aim is to assure the neutrality of the tax regime.

H. Withholding taxes

The Commission notified Portugal on the tax discrimination against mortgage interest paid to foreign financial institutions. The question is whether the 20% withholding tax on mortgage interest paid to non-resident entities (Art. 80, Para. 2c) CITC) on gross income – whereas the mortgage interest

40. Art. 76-C CITC.
paid to resident entities is not subject to a withholding tax, but only to taxation of its net profits – is discriminatory and restricts the free movement of services. The case seems quite similar to the one in Gerrits, and will probably be decided in the same direction, if it is referred to the ECJ. Nevertheless, some thoughts could be dedicated to the following aspects: on the one hand, taxation by the source state is not in itself discriminatory (Futura Participations); on the other hand, taxation by the source state is directly connected with the taxing rights rules of a Member State (Gilly) and a non-resident entity is not in a comparable situation to a resident (Asscher and Royal Bank of Scotland); besides, the relevant rules in this case are not the domestic rules, but the rules in the DTCs concluded between Portugal and the other Member States (again they are rules on allocation of taxing rights). Moreover, consideration of the global income and of the personal situation should be under the competence of the state of residence (De Groot, Schumacker, indirectly ICI, and the Opinion of the Advocate General in ACT Class IV points 62 ff.).

III. Conclusions

If I try to reach some conclusions on the effect of the ECJ rulings on the Portuguese income tax law, I have to recognize that there is good awareness of ECJ case law in the Portuguese tax administration and entities with legislative competence. In fact, comparing the income tax law provisions in the eighties and the nineties with the amendments introduced since the beginning of this century, I easily find a diligent domestic legislator eliminating tax provisions incompatible with the EC law, i.e. with the EC decisions. This is connected with the fact that the principles of primacy and direct effect of EC law are recognized by the Portuguese constitution and not controversial.

However, there is an evident lack of cooperation between the national tax courts and the ECJ. The courts seem to be indifferent to the meaning and scope of the acte clair doctrine, and this is illustrated by the fact that, so far, only one case regarding income tax issues was referred by the Administrative Supreme Court to the ECJ under Art. 234 of the EC Treaty.
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